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20 Abstract

21 Group B Streptococcus (GBS) is a major cause of neonatal invasive disease worldwide. In 

22 the Netherlands, the incidence of the disease increased, despite the introduction of prevention 

23 guidelines in 1999. This was accompanied by changes in pathogen genotype distribution, 

24 with a significant increase in the prevalence of isolates belonging to clonal complex (CC) 17. 

25 To better understand the mechanisms of temporal changes in the epidemiology of GBS 

26 genotypes that correlated with the rise in disease incidence, we applied whole genome 

27 sequencing (WGS) to study a national collection of invasive GBS isolates. A total of 1345 

28 isolates from patients aged 0 – 89 days and collected between 1987 and 2016 in the 

29 Netherlands were sequenced and characterised. The GBS population contained 5 major 

30 lineages representing CC17 (39%), CC19 (25%), CC23 (18%), CC10 (9%), and CC1 (7%). 

31 There was a significant rise in the prevalence of isolates representing CC17 and CC23 among 

32 cases of early- and late-onset disease, due to expansion of discrete sub-lineages. The most 

33 prominent was shown by a CC17 sub-lineage, identified here as CC17-1A, which 

34 experienced a major clonal expansion at the end of the 1990s. The CC17-1A expansion 

35 correlated with the emergence of a novel phage carrying a gene encoding a putative adhesion 

36 protein, named here StrP. The first occurrence of this phage (designated phiStag1) within the 

37 collection in 1997, was followed by multiple, independent acquisitions by CC17 and parallel 

38 clonal expansions of CC17-1A and another cluster, CC17-1B. The CC17-1A clone was 

39 identified in external datasets, and represents a globally distributed invasive sub-lineage of 

40 CC17. Our work describes how a sudden change in the epidemiology of specific GBS sub-

41 lineages, in particular CC17-1A, correlates with the rise in the disease incidence, and 

42 indicates a putative key role of a novel phage in driving the expansion of this CC17 clone.

43
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44 Author summary

45 Group B Streptococcus (GBS) is a commensal organism of the gastrointestinal and 

46 genitourinary tracts. However, it is also an opportunistic pathogen and a major cause of 

47 neonatal invasive disease, which can be classified into early-onset (0 – 6 days of life) or late-

48 onset (7 – 89 days of life). Current disease prevention strategy involves intrapartum antibiotic 

49 prophylaxis (IAP), which aims to prevent the transmission of GBS from mother to baby 

50 during labour. Many developed countries adapted national IAP guidelines. In the 

51 Netherlands, these were introduced in 1999. However, the incidence of GBS disease 

52 increased after IAP introduction. In this study we applied whole genome sequencing to 

53 characterise a nationwide collection of invasive GBS from cases of neonatal disease that 

54 occurred between 1987 and 2016. Analysis of GBS population structure involving 

55 phylogenetic partitioning of individual lineages revealed that the rise in disease incidence 

56 involved the expansion of specific clusters from two major GBS lineages, CC17 and CC23. 

57 Our study provides new insights into the recent evolution of the ‘hypervirulent’ CC17 and 

58 describes a rapid expansion of a discrete, pre-existing sub-lineage that occurred after 

59 acquisition of a novel phage carrying a putative adhesion protein gene, underscoring the 

60 major role of CC17 in neonatal diseases.

61

62 Introduction

63 Group B Streptococcus (GBS) is a member of the human gastrointestinal and genital 

64 microbiota, and was first recognised as a pathogen in association with bovine mastitis [1]. 

65 Human infections with GBS were only sporadically reported until the 1960s when it emerged 

66 as a major cause of neonatal invasive infections in developed countries [2]. Neonatal 

67 infections are categorised as either early onset disease (EOD, developed during days 0-6 of 

68 life) or late onset disease (LOD, developed during days 7-89 of life). While the EOD is due to 
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69 intrapartum transmission of GBS from a colonized mother, the routes of GBS acquisition in 

70 LOD are poorly understood [3]. Current GBS prevention strategies involve intrapartum 

71 antibiotic prophylaxis (IAP) for high-risk or GBS-colonized pregnant women, which has 

72 been shown to be effective in reducing the rates of EOD [3]. However, following the 

73 implementation of national IAP guidelines in high-income countries (HICs) since the late 

74 1990s, variable outcomes were observed. While a number of studies reported a significant 

75 drop in the incidence of EOD [4-7], in some HICs the rates of both EOD and LOD had 

76 increased [8-10]. This has raised concerns about the efficacy of the local disease prevention 

77 guidelines. In some affected countries such as the Netherlands and the UK, IAP is offered 

78 based on risk stratification. This is in contrast to a more widely implemented culture-based 

79 screening for GBS carriage during pregnancy. Attention has therefore focused on 

80 reassessment of local screening methods [8]. Still, other factors such as changes in the host 

81 behaviour or medical practice, and improvements in disease detection might have contributed 

82 to the rising incidence of the invasive GBS disease [8]. We showed that in the Netherlands it 

83 involved a change in GBS genotype distribution, pointing to a possible role of the pathogen 

84 itself.

85 Among the key molecular surveillance targets for invasive GBS is the capsular 

86 polysaccharide serotype (CPS), with 10 CPS serotypes (Ia, Ib, II to IX) currently recognised 

87 [11]. CPS III represents the dominant GBS serotype amongst neonatal invasive isolates [12, 

88 13]. Of clinical significance in GBS surveillance is also screening for the presence of genetic 

89 variants associated with antimicrobial resistance or reduced susceptibility. Penicillin is the 

90 drug of choice for IAP and treatment of GBS infections [14]. Reduced susceptibility to beta-

91 lactam antibiotics is rare and can be associated with mutations in the penicillin binding 

92 proteins such as pbp2x [15]. Prevalence of GBS resistance to erythromycin and clindamycin, 

93 alternative therapeutics for individuals with penicillin intolerance, varies by region and is 
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94 mediated by carriage of horizontally transferred resistance genes [14]. Although not used 

95 against GBS infections, human GBS isolates have a high prevalence of tetracycline resistance 

96 genes, due to carriage of clonally-distributed conjugative and integrative elements (ICEs) 

97 [16]. 

98 The molecular epidemiology of GBS is often studied using multi-locus sequence typing 

99 (MLST), which characterizes bacterial isolates based on allelic variation in seven house-

100 keeping genes. MLST classification revealed clonal complex (CC) 17 as the most common 

101 cause of GBS neonatal invasive disease [17]. Due to the overrepresentation of CC17 amongst 

102 GBS isolates from invasive disease in newborns, in particular neonatal meningitis, it is 

103 recognised as the hypervirulent clone [18, 19]. However, molecular characterisation of 

104 bacterial populations using approaches based on selected loci, such as MLST, offers a limited 

105 genotypic information and low degree of discrimination between isolates. Instead, whole 

106 genome sequence (WGS) analysis provides unparalleled resolution between isolates and can 

107 be utilised to study mechanisms of GBS evolution as well as phylogenetic relationship 

108 between isolates from various hosts and sources [20-24]. Here we describe WGS analysis of 

109 GBS isolates collected between 1987 and 2016 from cases of neonatal invasive disease in the 

110 Netherlands, where a rise in the incidence of the disease has been observed despite the 

111 introduction of the national disease prevention guidelines in 1999. The aim of this study was 

112 to characterise in detail the population structure of invasive GBS from the Netherlands and 

113 understand the mechanisms of the previously reported change in GBS genotype prevalence 

114 following implementation of the IAP policy [8]. 
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115 Results

116 Population structure of invasive GBS and temporal epidemiology of sub-lineages

117 We performed WGS analysis of a Dutch nationwide collection of 1345 GBS isolates from 

118 cases of invasive infection in children aged 0 – 89 days identified between 1987 and 2016 

119 (isolate summary in S1 Table). Analysis of GBS population structure using hierBAPS 

120 revealed five major clusters, which correlated with the MLST and a phylogeny based on a 

121 core gene alignment (S1 Fig). These clusters represented the five major human-associated 

122 lineages (98% of all isolates): CC17 (n=526, 39%), CC19 (n=332, 25%), CC23 (n=239, 

123 18%), CC10 (n=127, 9%), and CC1 (n=97, 7%). The majority of CC17, CC19 and CC23 of 

124 isolates belonged to the founder ST (ST17 [n=493, 94%], ST19 [n=262, 79%] and ST23 

125 [n=205, 86%], respectively) while CC1 and CC10 represented more heterogeneous lineages 

126 with a higher diversity of member STs (S2 Fig). The most common capsular serotype, based 

127 on a genotypic analysis, was III (n=817, 61%), followed by serotype Ia (n=262, 19%). Other 

128 serotypes were represented by up to 6% of isolates, which included Ib (n=84, 6%) II (n=76, 

129 6%), V (n=64, 5%), IV (n=29, 2%), VI (n=5, 0.4%), IX (n=4, 0.3%) and VII (n=2, 0.1%). All 

130 but one CC17 isolates carried capsule serotype III (n=525, 99%), which was also observed in 

131 the majority of CC19 isolates (n=278, 86%) (S2 Table). All but two CC23 isolates carried 

132 serotype Ia (n=237, 99%) (S2 Table). Within each CC, the majority of isolates that shared a 

133 ST also carried the same serotype. However, diversity of serotypes within a ST was also 

134 observed, in particular among isolates representing ST1, ST2, ST10, ST12 and ST19, with 

135 each ST associated with at least three distinct serotypes (S2 Table). 

136 Analysis of antimicrobial resistance gene carriage showed that 85% of all isolates carried at 

137 least one tetracycline resistance determinant (tetM, tetL, tetO or tetW) (S3 Table). Prevalence 

138 of tet genes varied between CCs and was highest in CC17 (n=504, 96%), followed by CC23 

139 (n=221, 92%), CC19 (n=272, 82%), CC1 (n=72, 74%) and CC10 (n=61, 48%). A total of 8% 
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140 of all isolates carried at least one macrolide-lincosamide-streptogramin (MLS) resistance 

141 gene (ermB, ermTR, mefA, msrD, lsaC, lsaE or lnuB) (S3 Table). Carriage of MLS resistance 

142 genes was highest in CC1 (n=19, 20%), followed by CC19 (n=30, 9%), CC17 (n=43, 8%), 

143 CC23 (n=12, 5%) and CC10 (n=5, 4%). Finally, only two isolates had mutations in the pbp2x 

144 gene previously associated with reduced susceptibility to beta-lactams (T394I and Q557E) 

145 [15], each from CC19.

146 The number of invasive GBS isolates submitted to the reference laboratory increased 

147 significantly over time (p < 0.001, Fig 1), reflecting a rise in the incidence of both GBS EOD 

148 and LOD disease in the Netherlands during the study period (S3 Fig). This correlated with a 

149 significant rise in isolates belonging to CC17 and CC23 (p < 0.001, Fig 1), while the 

150 frequency of other CCs remained stable. To determine how the frequency of individual 

151 lineages over time correlated with their temporal population structure, a core genome 

152 phylogeny of each major CC was reconstructed and partitioned into monophyletic clusters 

153 [25]. For CC17, CC19 and CC23, the phylogeny contained a single dominant sub-lineage 

154 (Fig 2). The majority of CC17 isolates belonged to sub-lineage CC17-1 (n=427), followed by 

155 sub-lineages CC17-2 (n=85) and CC17-3 (n=12) (Fig 2A). Sub-lineage CC17-1 was further 

156 partitioned into clusters CC17-1A (n=217) and CC17-1B (n=57). The remaining CC17-1 

157 isolates formed a heterogeneous background population (CC17-1bg, n=153). A significant 

158 increase in frequency was observed for CC17-1A and CC17-1B isolates (p < 0.001), with 

159 expansion of CC17-1A largely responsible for the overall rise in the frequency of CC17 

160 isolates (Fig 2B). CC19 clustered into five sub-lineages: CC19-1 (n=183), CC19-2 (n=94), 

161 CC19-3 (n=20), CC19-4 (n=18) and CC19-5 (n=17) (Fig 2C). Sub-lineage CC19-1 included 

162 two distinct clusters, CC19-1A (n=137) and CC19-1B (n=38). There was a significant drop in 

163 the frequency of CC19-1A isolates (p < 0.001) although this was offset by a minor rise in 

164 CC19-1B (p = 0.03) and CC19-2 (p = 0.04) isolates, the latter becoming the dominant CC19 
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165 sub-lineage from 2010 onwards (Fig 2D). CC23 formed two sub-lineages: CC23-1 (n=177) 

166 and CC23-2 (n=61), with CC23-1 further sub-divided into CC23-1A and CC23-1bg (Fig 2E). 

167 Change in CC23 frequency was associated with a significant rise in the number of CC23-1A 

168 isolates (p < 0.001, Fig 2F). The clustering of CC1 and CC10 phylogenies correlated with 

169 grouping based on ST assignment, with each lineage clustering into five and six distinct sub-

170 lineages, respectively (Fig 2G and 2I). No significant changes in the number of isolates from 

171 the different CC1 and CC10 sub-lineages was observed except for a minor increase in the 

172 frequency of CC1-1 isolates (p = 0.002, Fig 2H and 2J). Across this invasive GBS 

173 population, the most significant change in cluster frequency was displayed by CC17-1A, 

174 followed by CC23-1A. Isolates representing cluster CC17-1A were detected infrequently 

175 before 1999 but from 2003 it became intermittently the dominant GBS sub-lineage, with 87% 

176 of all CC17-1A isolates identified between 2003 and 2016. During that period, CC17-1A was 

177 sporadically outcompeted only by CC23-1A. 

178 Across the collection more isolates derived from EOD (N = 830) than LOD (N = 515). The 

179 highest prevalence of EOD isolates was observed for CC1 (81%), followed by CC10 (76%), 

180 CC23 (72%) and CC19 (65%) (S4 Fig). CC17 had a significantly lower prevalence of EOD 

181 isolates (47%) in comparison with all other CCs (p<0.001). Within each CC, we observed no 

182 significant variation in the prevalence of isolates from EOD or LOD between sub-lineages, 

183 except for CC23-2 isolates, which were significantly less prevalent amongst LOD cases in 

184 comparison with CC23-1A (p < 0.001). There was a significant rise in the number of CC17 

185 isolates among cases of both EOD and LOD over time (p < 0.001) (S5 Fig). For CC23, the 

186 rise in the number of isolates was more significant among cases of EOD (p < 0.001) than 

187 LOD (p = 0.006) (S5 Fig). We also observed a minor rise in the number of CC1 isolates 

188 among EOD cases (p = 0.008) (S5 Fig). For CC17 these temporal changes correlated with the 

189 significant increase in the number of CC17-1A isolates amongst cases of EOD as well as 
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190 LOD (p < 0.001; S6 Fig). For CC23, the rise in CC23-1A isolates was more significant 

191 amongst EOD (p < 0.001) than LOD cases (p = 0.04; S6 Fig). 

192

193 Evolutionary history of CC17 and CC23

194 To investigate more closely the association between the rising frequency of CC17 and CC23 

195 among invasive GBS isolates and recent changes in the population structure, a time-

196 calibrated phylogeny and past population dynamics were reconstructed for each lineage based 

197 on the Bayesian coalescent skyline model (Fig 3). The estimated mutation rates were 8.51  

198 10-7 (95% CI 8.1  10-7 – 8.92  10-7) and 6.21  10-7 (95% CI 5.69  10-7 – 6.73  10-7) 

199 substitutions per nucleotide site per year for CC17 and CC23, respectively. These molecular 

200 clock rates correspond to 0.85 and 0.62 SNPs per Mb per year, respectively. Both lineages 

201 experienced a significant expansion in the 1960s (Fig 3), which is supported by the 

202 epidemiological history of GBS, and is in line with a previous study describing the 

203 emergence of adapted GBS clones in mid-20th century [16]. This parallel clade emergence 

204 involved multiple sub-lineages within each phylogeny, including CC17-1A (time of the most 

205 recent common ancestor, TMRCA: 1968; 95% CI 1965-1970) and CC23-1A (TMRCA: 

206 1968; 95% CI 1965-1972), that have recently increased in prevalence. Both CC17 and CC23 

207 experienced further expansion events in the 1970s and the 1980s. CC23 experienced the most 

208 recent clonal expansion towards the end of the 1980s whereas CC17 at the end of the 1990s. 

209 The Bayesian coalescent skyline model estimates temporal changes in the effective 

210 population size by quantifying the number of coalescent events at discrete time-points. To 

211 verify what sub-lineages contributed to specific expansion events in each CC, the frequency 

212 of coalescent events over time was compared between the different sub-lineages. This 

213 showed sub-lineage-specific peaks that aligned with the expansion events at corresponding 

214 time-points (Fig 3). In CC17, the most recent increase in the 1990s was predominantly due to 
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215 the expansion of CC17-1A, which mirrors the recent rise in frequency of this sub-lineage. For 

216 CC23, the most prominent correlation was between the 1980s expansion and the CC23-1A 

217 sub-lineage. Annotating tips of CC17 and CC23 phylogenies with the estimated time of tip 

218 divergence further demonstrated that the clonal expansion of CC17-1A and CC23-1A 

219 occurred across the entire cluster for both sub-lineages (Fig 3).

220

221 Genomic variation associated with the expanding CC17-1A sub-lineage

222 To investigate what genomic variants distinguish the CC17-1A sub-lineage, core and 

223 accessory genomes of CC17-1A isolates were compared against the background CC17 

224 population. Various single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), occurring on the root of the 

225 sub-lineage and the descending branch, separated CC17-1A from the rest of the CC17 

226 population (S7 Fig, S4 Table). Amongst the variants, of particular interest is a double non-

227 synonymous mutation in the ciaH sensor histidine kinase gene (position in the COH1 

228 reference genome [accession: HG939456.1]: 954832 and 954833). It occurred on the root of 

229 the cluster, and is present in all CC17-1A isolates. Interestingly, the same mutation emerged 

230 at least 9 times elsewhere in the CC17 phylogeny, representing a convergent evolution event 

231 that might reflect a positive selective pressure acting on this locus (S7 Fig). However, 

232 fixation of this variant through clonal expansion was observed only in CC17-1A population. 

233 Analysis of association between CC17-1A isolates and variants grouped by occurrence within 

234 predicted genes did not identify any specific coding sequences under selective pressure 

235 within the CC17-1A cluster. Analysis of loci containing high density of SNPs also did not 

236 reveal any regions of homologous recombination associated specifically with the CC17-1A 

237 sub-lineage. Finally, we analysed the pan-genome of CC17 to check for variation in the 

238 distribution of the accessory genes between CC17-1A isolates and the rest of the CC17 

239 population by performing a principal component analysis (PCA) on the entire accessory gene 
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240 content of CC17. PCA showed that most of the accessory gene variation within CC17 could 

241 be ascribed to the difference between the CC17-1 and CC17-2 sub-lineages (91% of variance 

242 explained by PC1). Within the CC17-1 an additional subdivision was visualized by plotting 

243 PC2 against PC3 (Fig 4). Three major PCA clusters were composed of isolates from different 

244 CC17-1 phylogenetic groups (CC17-1A, CC17-1B and CC17-1bg) indicating that this 

245 subdivision was not due to accessory genes unique to the CC17-1A sub-lineage. Correlation 

246 analyses of the accessory gene presence/absence within these clusters of isolates revealed the 

247 exact combinations of genes responsible for these subdivisions. Specifically, two sets of 

248 genes were found to be responsible for the clustering pattern shown in Fig 4. The genes were 

249 mapped back on to the CC17 genome assemblies, which showed association with two mobile 

250 genetic elements (MGEs). One was an integrative conjugative element, also found in the 

251 COH1 reference genome (position: 1847301-1889723) at the 3’ end of tRNALys and 

252 described previously as ICE_COH1_tRNALys [26] (hereafter referred to as ICE_COH1). This 

253 MGE encodes several virulence factors such as antigen I/II [27], CAMP factor II [28], and 

254 manganese transporter MntH [29]. The second element was a phage, named here phiStag1, 

255 also found in the NGBS128 reference genome (accession: CP012480.1, position: 689741 – 

256 748064). It carries a putative adhesion protein gene, named here strP (NGBS128 locus tag: 

257 AMM49_03725). The protein sequence of StrP contains a ConA-like lectin domain and a C-

258 terminal LPXTG region. 

259 A total of 238 and 179 CC17 isolates carried ICE_COH1 and phiStag1, respectively. The 

260 composition of PCA clusters reflected the distribution of these MGEs across the CC17 

261 population, with isolates grouping together based on carriage of both, either one or none of 

262 the MGEs (Fig 4). MGEs were intermittently distributed across the CC17 phylogeny, 

263 demonstrating multiple, independent horizontal transfers (S8 Fig). However, clonal 

264 expansion by phiStag1-positive isolates was observed only in clusters CC17-1A and CC17-
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265 1B (S8 Fig), both showing a significantly higher prevalence of phiStag1 than either CC17-

266 1bg or CC17-2 (p<0·001). In contrast, clusters of ICE_COH1-positive isolates occurred 

267 across the CC17-1 sub-lineage and were not unique to either CC17-1A or CC17-1B (S8 Fig). 

268 Instances of MGE co-carriage were mostly sub-lineage-specific as presence of both MGEs 

269 was significantly more common than carriage of either MGE in CC17-1A (OR=6·3, 

270 p<0·001) and CC17-1B (OR=8·7, p<0·001). Analysis of MGE carriage over time revealed 

271 that the ICE_COH1 element was present in CC17 isolates throughout the sampling period 

272 (S9 Fig). In contrast, phiStag1 first occurred in the analysed CC17 population in 1997. The 

273 emergence of phiStag1 in CC17 coincides therefore with the onset of CC17-1A clonal 

274 expansion, with the frequency of phiStag1 increasing rapidly in CC17 after 2000 (S9 Fig). 

275

276 Epidemiology of the phiStag1 phage and strP gene

277 To understand better the origins of the phiStag1 phage, we screened other isolates within our 

278 collection, and found that it occurred sporadically in other CCs, most frequently in CC23 

279 (n=41, 17%). The first phiStag1 positive isolate in our GBS collection was CC17 collected in 

280 1997, strengthening the observation that phiStag1 emerged recently in this GBS population. 

281 We further expanded the analysis dataset by incorporating published genomic data of 4112 

282 globally distributed GBS isolates from human and animal sources (S5 Table). The phiStag1 

283 phage occurred most commonly in CC17 isolates (25%), followed by CC23 (10%), CC10 

284 (7%), CC19 (6%), and CC1 (4%) (S5 Table). 

285 For CC17, we combined 722 external and 526 Dutch isolates to reconstruct a global 

286 phylogeny of CC17. The majority of global isolates co-clustered with the Dutch samples, 

287 with 340 and 354 of isolates representing sub-lineages CC17-1 and CC17-2, respectively 

288 (S10 Fig). We found that the occurrence of phiStag1 phage among the global CC17 isolates 
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289 was associated predominantly with CC17-1 isolates, more specifically sub-lineages CC17-1A 

290 (67% of all CC17-1A isolates) and CC17-1B (74% of all CC17-1B isolates) (S5 Table).

291 Analysis of the global collection also revealed a 95% prevalence of the strP gene among 

292 bovine-associated isolates from various CCs (S5 Table). However, the gene occurred on a 

293 phage that shared less than 90% sequence identity with phiStag1. A historical bovine isolate 

294 from 1987 was the earliest strP-positive sample identified in this global collection. To 

295 investigate further the occurrence of strP in historical GBS samples, we screened published 

296 reference genomes from the National Collection of Type Cultures (NCTC), available through 

297 the NCTC 3000 Project (https://www.phe-culturecollections.org.uk/collections/nctc-3000-

298 project.aspx). The strP gene was identified in GBS samples collected before 1950, including 

299 strains NCTC 6175, NCTC 8100, and NCTC 8183, all collected from either bovine or 

300 unknown host. This suggests a long-term association of the strP gene with the bovine GBS 

301 population, before its dissemination into the human-associated GBS via a phage.

302

303 Discussion

304 WGS analysis of a national collection of invasive GBS from cases of neonatal infections that 

305 occurred over the last three decades in the Netherlands revealed clonal expansion of discrete 

306 sub-lineages from CC17 and CC23. These specific sub-lineages, CC17-1A and CC23-1A, did 

307 not represent recently diverged clones as time-calibrated phylogenies estimated the TMRCA 

308 for each cluster around the second half of the 1960s. The significant increase in prevalence of 

309 CC17 and CC23 during the study period was therefore associated with a recent expansion of 

310 clones that have existed since GBS first emerged as a major neonatal pathogen. A sudden, 

311 parallel increase in the prevalence of specific clones might result from changes in 

312 environmental pressures such as antibiotic usage, which would select for a pre-existing, 

313 better adapted clone [30]. Clonal expansions of CC17 and CC23 occurred following the 
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314 introduction of national GBS disease prevention guidelines in the Netherlands in 1999. 

315 However, a link between the IAP and the expansion of these GBS sub-lineages could not be 

316 established here as no data was available on whether mothers received the IAP and so it was 

317 not possible to determine which EOD cases represented an IAP failure rather than absence of 

318 IAP treatment. In cases associated with the latter, no antimicrobial exposure would have 

319 occurred unless other antimicrobial treatment was received. Finally, analysis of genomic 

320 variants associated with CC17-1A did not reveal any significant association with 

321 antimicrobial resistance genes or resistance-conferring SNPs.

322 Sudden clonal expansion of a bacterial pathogen might be also mediated by genetic changes 

323 within circulating clones involving acquisition of novel genes [31]. An increase in prevalence 

324 of a pre-existing GBS clone after it acquired new genetic determinants was reported recently 

325 for GBS ST-1 serotype V, associated with invasive disease in non-pregnant adults [32, 33]. 

326 Our work demonstrated that the expansion of CC17-1A clone, which became the dominant 

327 GBS sub-lineage during the 2000s, correlated with the acquisition of the phiStag1 phage. 

328 This scenario is further supported by association of phiStag1 with another expanding cluster, 

329 CC17-1B. Although the exact role of phiStag1 is unclear, it carries a putative adhesion 

330 protein gene, strP. Acquisition of a gene encoding a novel cell-surface protein was also 

331 linked with the expansion of the GBS ST-1 serotype V [33], which together with our data 

332 points to a potentially key role the transfer of such genetic variants might play in the 

333 evolution of GBS virulence. This is not unprecedented, as acquisition of phage-associated 

334 virulence factors has been linked with the re-emergence and persistence of a hyper-virulent S. 

335 pyogenes clone [31]. However, further work to describe the function of StrP is required. 

336 Presence of the C-terminal LPXTG motif characterises cell wall-anchored proteins whereas 

337 the N-terminal ConA-like lectin domain can be found in staphylococcal adhesion proteins 

338 such as the platelet-binding SraP from S. aureus [34]. The high prevalence of a homologous 
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339 phage with the strP gene in bovine-associated GBS isolates might also hint at its possible 

340 biological function. In a bovine host, GBS is an obligate udder pathogen causing persistent 

341 mastitis [35]. Virulence of GBS is dependent on ability to adhere to the bovine mammary 

342 tissue [35], which in turn requires specific adhesion determinants.

343 No GBS vaccine is currently licensed, however, maternal vaccination may be a better 

344 alternative to IAP for prevention of neonatal GBS infections. Vaccination implementation is 

345 likely to have a critical impact on GBS clone distribution, which might involve selection of 

346 non-vaccine variants. Better understanding of GBS population structure equips us with a 

347 genomic framework for future studies, in particular monitoring shifts in clonal distribution 

348 following vaccine introduction. Particular focus on the epidemiology of the expanding 

349 CC17-1A sub-lineage is also warranted. We identified the presence of this clone in other 

350 GBS collections including a high prevalence amongst invasive isolates from China and 

351 Canada [20, 36]. Further international genomic GBS surveillance data is needed to better 

352 understand the contribution of CC17-1A sub-lineage to the burden of GBS invasive disease 

353 in newborns outside of the Netherlands.

354

355 Materials and methods

356 Bacterial isolates

357 The isolate sampling framework for this study has been described previously [5]. Isolates 

358 were derived from a nationwide surveillance study of bacterial meningitis and infant 

359 bacteraemia conducted by the Netherlands Reference Laboratory for Bacterial Meningitis. A 

360 total of 1345 samples, isolated between 24.01.1987 and 25.05.2016, from patients aged 0 – 

361 89 days were included in the study. Isolates were derived from invasive infections, majority 

362 defined as a positive culture from blood or cerebrospinal fluid, with three samples isolated 

363 from other body sites (S1 Table). Patient age was calculated as the number of days between 
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364 date of birth and the earliest known date of the illness; mostly the first date of culture. Early-

365 onset disease (EOD) was defined as invasive infection between 0 – 6 days after birth whereas 

366 late-onset infection was defined as invasive infection between 7 and 89 days of life. 

367

368 Additional genome sequence data

369 To complement the analysis, published whole genome sequence data of 4112 GBS isolates 

370 from previous studies was also included in this work (S5 Table). This was composed of 

371 isolates described by Da Cunha et al. (n=228) [16], Rosini et al. (n=127) [37], Flores et al 

372 (n=184) [33], Seale et al (n=1034) [38], Teatero et al (n=77) [20], Campisi et al (n=84) [22, 

373 36], Almeida et al. (n=192) [21, 23], Metcalf et al. (n=2025) [15], and Kalimuddin et al 

374 (n=161) [24]. 

375

376 Whole genome sequencing 

377 Genomic DNA was extracted using Wizard® Genomic DNA Purification Kit (Promega). 

378 Tagged DNA libraries were created according to the Illumina protocol. Whole-genome 

379 sequencing was performed on the Illumina HiSeq 2000 platform with 125 bp paired-end 

380 reads. Annotated assemblies were produced using a pipeline described previously [39].  For 

381 each sample, sequence reads were used to create multiple assemblies using VelvetOptimiser 

382 v2.2.5 (https://github.com/tseemann/VelvetOptimiser) and Velvet v1.2 [40]. An assembly 

383 improvement step was applied to the assembly with the best N50 and contigs were scaffolded 

384 using SSPACE [41] and sequence gaps filled using GapFiller [42]. Automated annotation 

385 was performed using PROKKA v1.11 [43] and a Streptococcus-specific database from 

386 RefSeq [44].

387

388 Isolate genotype analysis
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389 GBS population structure was determined with hierBAPS [45] based on the first level of 

390 BAPS clustering. Multi-locus sequence typing, based on the S. agalactiae MLST scheme 

391 [17], was performed using SRST2 [46]. Isolates were assigned to a clonal complex if they 

392 represented the same hierBAPS cluster as the founder ST. The founder ST was confirmed 

393 with eBURSTv3 [47]. To verify that isolates sharing CC assignment belonged to the same 

394 monophyletic group, a core gene alignment was generated using Roary [48] and an 

395 approximately maximum-likelihood tree was reconstructed using FastTree [49]. The tree was 

396 visually inspected to confirm that isolates sharing CC assignment belonged to the same clade. 

397 Isolates that shared the same hierBAPS cluster but were phylogenetically distinct were 

398 assigned to a unique CC based on their ST.

399 Isolate CPS serotype was determined by in silico PCR using previously described primers for 

400 detection of serotypes Ia, Ib and II-IX [50, 51]. Carriage of antimicrobial resistance genes 

401 was checked with SRST2 [46] using the ARG-ANNOT database [52], supplemented with 

402 sequences of GBS resistance determinants described by Metcalf et al [15].

403

404 Phylogenetic tree reconstruction

405 To reconstruct phylogeny of CC1, CC10, CC17, CC19 and CC23, sequence reads were 

406 mapped using SMALT v0.7.4 (https://www.sanger.ac.uk/science/tools/smalt-0) to CC-

407 specific S. agalactiae reference genomes: SS1 (CC1, accession: CP010867), Sag37 (CC10, 

408 accession: CP019978), NGBS128 (CC17, accession: CP012480), H002 (CC19, accession: 

409 CP011329) and NEM316 (CC23, accession: AL732656), respectively. For each CC, a core 

410 genome alignment was created after excluding MGE regions, variable sites associated with 

411 recombination (detected with Gubbins [53]) and sites with more than 5% proportion of gaps 

412 (i.e. sites with an ambiguous base). A maximum likelihood (ML) phylogenetic tree was 

413 generated with RAxML v8.2.8 [54] based on a generalised time reversible (GTR) model with 
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414 GAMMA method of correction for among site rate variation and 100 bootstrap (BS) 

415 replications. Intra-CC phylogenetic clustering was performed on ML phylogenetic trees, 

416 which were partitioned using incremental pairwise SNP distance [25]. Cluster reliability was 

417 based on a BS support of ≥90. 

418 For time-calibrated phylogenetic tree reconstruction of CC17 and CC23, each sequence in the 

419 CC-specific core genome alignment was annotated with the date of isolation based on day, 

420 month, and year. A correlation between root-to-tip distance and sampling date was checked 

421 using TempEst [55]. Bayesian inference of phylogeny and past population dynamics was 

422 performed with BEAST 2 [56] under a GTR+ nucleotide substitution model, strict clock 

423 with coalescent Bayesian skyline model. The MCMC chain was run for 50 million 

424 generations, sampling every 1000 states. Log files from five independent runs were combined 

425 after removal of burn-in (5% of samples) using LogCombiner and analysed with Tracer v1.5. 

426 Maximum clade credibility (MMC) tree was generated with TreeAnnotator. MCC tree 

427 statistics were extracted with BEASTmasteR [57] (http://phylo.wikidot.com/beastmaster). All 

428 phylogenetic trees were annotated using Evolview [58, 59]. 

429

430 Core genome polymorphisms 

431 To analyse core genome SNPs in CC17 isolates, sequence reads were mapped using SMALT 

432 v0.7.4 (https://www.sanger.ac.uk/science/tools/smalt-0) to the COH1 reference genome 

433 (accession: HG939456), and the core genome alignment was prepared as described for the 

434 phylogenetic tree reconstruction. The ancestral single nucleotide polymorphisms were 

435 reconstructed along each branch of the ML phylogeny using Sankoff parsimony [60-62]. 

436

437 Accessory genome analysis
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438 Pan-genome analysis of CC17 was performed with Roary [48]. Distribution of genes was 

439 investigated with principal component analysis (PCA), performed in R v3.3.3. Genes that 

440 were correlated (based on Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient) with selected PCA 

441 clusters were identified and analysed further. To determine their genomic context, genes were 

442 mapped back to whole genome assemblies using blastn pairwise sequence alignments [63]. 

443 Sequence similarity searches of genomic fragments found to contain the accessory genes of 

444 interest were performed using the NCBI BLAST and GenBank nucleotide sequence database 

445 [64]. MGE and gene carriage was checked by short read mapping with SRST2 [46] with 90% 

446 and 99% sequence coverage cut-off, respectively.

447

448 Statistical analysis

449 All statistical analyses were performed in R v3.3.3. Correlation between genotype prevalence 

450 and year of sampling was measured with Mann-Kendall test Kendall package All tests 

451 excluded isolates submitted in 2016 as the sampling period for this study ended in May of 

452 that year. Comparison of isolate distribution by the disease onset between lineages, MGE 

453 distribution between CC17 sub-lineages and MGE co-carriage was performed with Fisher’s 

454 exact test. 

455

456 Fig 1. Number of isolates over time stratified by CC. 

457 The time scale excludes isolates submitted in 2016 as the sampling period for this study 

458 ended in May of that year.

459 Fig 2. Population structure of GBS CCs and frequency of distinct sub-lineages each 

460 year. 

461 Core genome phylogenetic tree and the sub-lineage-specific number of isolates each year are 

462 shown for CC17 (A, B), CC19 (C, D), CC23 (E, F), CC1 (G, H) and CC10 (I, J). The time 
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463 scales exclude isolates submitted in 2016 as the sampling period for this study ended in May 

464 of that year. Tips of each phylogenetic tree are annotated based on sub-lineage ID (outer 

465 ring). Scale bars below each tree represent the number of nucleotide substitutions per site. 

466 Fig 3. Time-calibrated phylogenies and demographic history of GBS CC17 and CC23. 

467 Tips of the maximum clade credibility trees of CC17 (A) and CC23 (B) are annotated with 

468 colour strips representing sub-lineage ID, followed by heatmap strips representing the time of 

469 tip divergence. Below, the Bayesian coalescent skyline plots show changes (median estimates 

470 with high posterior density [HPD] intervals) in the effective population size (EPS) of CC17 

471 (C) and CC23 (D), accompanied by plots of sub-lineage-specific node frequency over time to 

472 indicate contribution of distinct sub-lineages to the estimated changes in population size.

473 Fig 4. Principal component analysis of the accessory gene distribution in CC17. 

474 Each data point is colour-coded to show isolate sub-lineage ID (CC17-1A, CC17-1B, CC17-

475 1bg, CC17-2 or CC17-3). Data point shapes represent the pattern of ICE_COH1 and phiStag 

476 carriage to indicate if both MGEs are present (+/+), if only either one MGE is present (+/- or 

477 -/+), or if neither MGE is present (-/-). Isolates from CC17-1 sub-lineage revealed all three 

478 patterns, although no isolates from CC17-2 carried both MGEs.

479
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656 Supporting information

657 S1. Fig. Population structure of neonatal invasive GBS. 

658 An approximately maximum-likelihood phylogenetic tree of all GBS isolates based on a core 

659 gene alignment, annotated with CC assignment as determined with MLST, hierBAPS cluster 

660 ID and CPS serotype. Scale bar below the tree represents the number of nucleotide 

661 substitutions per site.

662 S2 Fig. ST composition of major CCs. 

663 Diversity and proportion of STs within CC1 (A), CC10 (B), CC17 (C), CC19 (D) and CC23 

664 (E).

665 S3 Fig. Incidence of GBS invasive disease in the Netherlands between 1987 and 2016.

666 The incidence of EOD and LOD is shown as the number of cases per 1000 livebirths.

667 S4 Fig. Number of isolates from EOD and LOD by CC. 

668 S5 Fig. Number of isolates from EOD and LOD each year stratified by CC.

669 (A) Number of EOD isolates over time stratified by 5 major CCs. (B) Number of LOD 

670 isolates over time stratified by 5 major CCs. Time scale on each plot excludes isolates 

671 submitted in 2016 as the sampling period for this study ended in May of that year.

672 S6 Fig. Number of CC17-1A and CC23-1A isolates among EOD and LOD cases each 

673 year. 

674 (A) Number of CC17-1A isolates over time stratified by the disease onset. (B) Number of 

675 CC23-1A isolates over time stratified by the disease onset. Time scale on each plot excludes 

676 isolates submitted in 2016 as the sampling period for this study ended in May of that year.

677 S7 Fig. Phylogenetic tree of CC17 and distribution of SNPs associated with CC17-1A 

678 sub-lineage.
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679 Tips of the tree are annotated with colour strips representing (from the left) the CC17 sub-

680 lineage ID followed by columns representing the base variant at 20 SNP sites associated with 

681 the CC17-1A sub-lineage, occurring on its root (node 1) and the descending branch (node 2). 

682 Each SNP is described in more detail in S4 Table. Each column represents a unique SNP site, 

683 at the indicated position in the GBS COH1 reference genome. ‘N’ represents isolates with a 

684 missing variant at the corresponding site.

685 S8 Fig. Distribution of ICE_COH1 and phiStag1 across the CC17 phylogeny.

686 Tips of a maximum-likelihood phylogenetic tree of the Dutch CC17 are annotated with strips 

687 representing (from the innermost ring): CC17 sub-lineages, presence of phiStag1, presence of 

688 ICE_COH1. Scale bar below the tree represents the number of nucleotide substitutions per 

689 site.

690 S9 Fig. Number of CC17 isolates carrying ICE_COH1 and phiStag1 each year.

691 The time scale excludes isolates submitted in 2016 as the sampling period for this study 

692 ended in May of that year.

693 S10 Fig. Global phylogeny of CC17 with carriage of ICE_COH1 and phiStag1.

694 Maximum-likelihood phylogenetic tree of 526 Dutch and 722 globally derived CC17 isolates. 

695 Tips of the tree are annotated with strips representing (from innermost ring): CC17 sub-

696 lineage, isolate country of origin, presence of phiStag1, presence of ICE_COH1. Scale bar 

697 below the tree represents the number of nucleotide substitutions per site.

698

699 S1 Table. Isolates summary

700 S2 Table. Distribution of CPS serotypes by CC and ST. 

701 For each serotype, the total number of isolates carrying the serotype from the corresponding 

702 ST is provided.

703 S3 Table. Distribution of antimicrobial resistance genes by major CC.
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704 The total number of isolates carrying at least one resistance gene to tetracyclines (TET_total), 

705 macrolide-lincosamide-streptogramins (MLS_total) and aminoglucosides (AGLY_total) is 

706 provided for each major CC. For each antimicrobial class, the identified resistance genes and 

707 the number of isolates carrying each gene are also listed.

708 S4 Table. List of SNPs associated with CC17-1A cluster.

709 S5 Table. Summary of external GBS genomes included in this study.
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